FOUR EDUCATIONAL THANKSGIVING CHANTS

TURKEY COUNT
Turkeys here and turkeys there.
I see turkeys everywhere!
There are so many turkeys
Gobbling at me.
Let’s count out [NUMBER]
And set them free.

[Provide an assortment of turkey pictures or manipulatives. During “Let’s count out...” say the number of turkeys you’d like for them to hand you each time.]

TURKEY TIME
Gobble, gobble, gobble,
Squawk, squawk, squawk.
The turkey moves around the clock.
He’ll pass the 12, 3, 6, and 9
And then he’ll STOP!
What’s the time?

[Attach a small turkey picture to one of the hands of a teaching clock. The student moves the hand around until hearing “STOP”]

FALL COLORS
Red and yellow,
Orange and brown.
So many leaves
Are on the ground.
Pick one out and show it to me.
What is the color that you see?

[Use leaf cut-outs of varying colors for students to choose]

THANK YOU
Thanksgiving is a time to share.
I’ll find a friend and show I care.
I have something to give to you.
Here you go.... THANK YOU!

[During snack time, have each student give one snack item to a friend such as a pretzel, grape while saying “Here you go.” Have the other student respond “Thank you.”]